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Construction of buildings has always been a major focal 

point and indicator of a people's culture. Architectural de

sign, processes of construction, and the tools used all reflect 

sociological and technical levels of proficiency. The process 

of building any structure from a steel and glass high-rise to 

a simple log cabin requires many skills and much knowlege of 

proceedures even on a miniscule level in order that the struc

ture stand. In the old methods of woodworking one man often 

had to be a specialist in geological and physical engineering, 

lumbering, woodcarving, and accurate planning. 

We can examine the processes of construction, focusing 

on wooden construction, at Liberty Hall even though no wood

working tools or known original timbers have been found in 

the excavations, which can easily be explained. The tools were 

very valuable and individually designed for the user. No man, 

especially a practical Scotch-Irishman, would simply loose one 

of his specialized tools, and broken ones would either be re

paired or saved for the scrap metal. The walls of the Hall 

are of stone but the internal structure was of woods unfor

tunately the wood was destroyed by fire. Strucure One was ap

parently torn down and it was the custom of the time to reuse 

building materials, as seen in the farmhouse where the floor 

beams have been used once or twice before. 

Despite the lack of artifacts we can accurately depict 

the methods and tools used as history has recorded the pro

cesses and advancements in construction and tool manufacturing. 

An example of the old processes exists on the site today in the 
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form of a corn crib which, aside from two details and reno

vation, was constructed by methods used at the turn of the 

nineteenth century. In this paper I will focus on those methods 

and the tools used in woooden construction during the late 

1700's and early 1800's, following the process step by step. 

CUTTING 

The axe exclusively was used for felling trees for the 

beams of an early building. The axe is a tool that exhibits 

"continuity through history," being "one of the earliest forms 

of tool."1 The varieties offelling axes from the seventeenth to 

the nineteenth centuries represent the development and improve

ment of the tool itself as well as of technology. The Euro

pean axe had no poll and a long bit, and because of this wob

bled with use. 2 Hence the American variety was developed where 

the bit was shortened and subsequent weight loss compensated 

for by the poll placed behind the eye (see Diagram 1). Be

fore the Revolution the poll was heavier than the bit but was 

later proportioned.J The American felling axe was developed 

around 17504 and fully designed by the 17BO's, when the ~ye 

became triangular, the cheeks thinner, and two pieces of iron 

and one of steel were used in its construction.5 Despite the 

developement of this axe the other designs were still usedJ 

archeological evidence reveals that "European, intermediate, 

and American axes coexisted and were used in the same geo

graphical regions."6 With respect to this and the origins of 
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the early settlers of Rockbridge County it would be worthy to 

note the design of the Scottish axe in diagram 1, a design 

very similar to a mast-makers axe, as it was probably used in 

this area. 

The axes of the eighteenth century were mostly made of 

iron with a steel bit, while the nineteenth century brought on 

the all steel axe with the process of casting steel, developed 

in 18Jo.7 Several pieces of steel were welded together, often 

with a trip-hammer, which obscured the welds. 8 The double bit 

axe, a "purely American development,"9 was not developed until 

the 1850's. 10 

After a tree was felled it was cut into useable lengths 

with either an axe or a buck, or cross-cut, saw. If it was to 

be used for planks it was sawn with either a pit saw or taken 

to a mill. There were two varieties of the pit saw, the open 

pit and the frame saw. The open pit was a long (five to seven 

feet) saw blade with handles at either end perpindicular to the 

sides of the blade. The frame saw had a similar blade that was 

set in a rectangular frame, the ends of which provided the han

dles.The pit saw was develpped early in time eighteenth century 

with a straight blade which aquired a taper by the end of the 
11century.

Both pit saws were used in the same manners a log, with 

the sides hewn flat , was placed over a pit or on trestles; 

one man stood on top of the log while the other stood underneath. 

Both operated the saw and moved down the length of the loe, 

sawing it into planks or small beams. The open pit saw dates 

http:1850's.10
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more recently than the frame saw in America, being used into 

the late 1800's. 12 

The saw mill made planks quicker and easier than the pit 

saw but was late in gaining acceptance; it wasn't until 1768 

when a mill successfully operated in England. The first type 

was the up and down mill where a water operated arm moved sev

eral blades simultaneously to cut one log into many planks at 

once. The first circular saw was made in1814 by Benjamin Cum

mings, and the first saws manufactured in the US were made in 

Philadelphia in 1806. 13 

All of the saws leave distinctive marks that can help 

with dating the beams of a structure. The pit saw leaves 

straight, uneven marks that slant along the board and are close 

together while the up and down saw leaves even, perpindicular 

marks widely spaced. 14 Circular saws leave curved marks; the 

greater the radius, the newer the saw. For general dating pur

poses, the circular saw was. ·used after 1840, the up and down ... 

from the 1700's until 1860, and the pit saw from 1600. 15 

HEWING 

In order to make beams or planks the logs had to be hewed. 

After the log was cut to an acceptable length the bark was re

moved with a large spoon-like chisel called a barking spud. 

The log was then marked with a chalk line along the length to 

mark the corners of what would be made into a square beam. The 
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log was held steady on~top of two other logs with big iron 

staples called log dogs. Verticle cuts were made with a fell

ing axe along the side and a broadaxe was then employed to hew 

it square. 

The broadaxe has been called "a most essential early Am

erican tool."16 It was a large axe, the blade often thirteen 

inches long and weighing several pounds. One side was flat 

all the way from the poilto the blade; the opposite side of the 

blade was basiled, so it resembled a widv chisel blade (see 

Diagram 2). The principle designs were European (polless), 

American (with a poll), and goose-wing, or German. 17 Accord

ing to M, M. Diffenbaugh, an antiques dealer in Staunton, Vir

ginia, all three designs were found in this area during the same 

periods. Most goosewings in America, although German in de

sign, were made in Pennsylvania. 18 The handle always slanted 

away from the flat edge so the worker wouldn't injure his fin

gers. Originally the eye was canted to facilitate thisr 

after broadaxes were made with cast steel the handle had a 

bend in it. 19 Railroad broadaxes are sharpened on both sides; 

they· were used for hewing railroad ties as recently as fifteen 

years ago. Many eighteenth century broadaxes had a curve to 

the edge while the nineteenth century ones had a straight blade, 
20but this is not always the case. 

After the log was scored with the axe the broadaxe re

moved the wood chips between the marks like a chisel. It was 

swung with easy strokes down across the grain with the flat edge 

aginst the log and the handle almost parallel to it. This pro
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cess left distinct marks (see Diagram J), The mark of a good 

axeman was to have all of the cuts evenly spread. 

If a beam was to be exposed or needed smoothing to lay 

flooring on top of it it was hewn smoother with an adze. 

which was sometimes used to remove bark from a log. 21 The 

adze looks like a hoe or maddock with a chisel-sharp blade. 

The worker walked along the beam chipping with the adze until 

the log was smooth. The adze left ripple marks along the sur

face which are discernable. Adzes were polless in the 1600's, 

started developing polls in the 17oo•s and had a large square 

poll by the 1800's. The oldest adzes had round eyes. 22 Adzes 

were often used on the sides of mill-cut planks as the mill 

only cut the flat surfaces. 

MORTISING 

After the beams were hewn they were connected by a pro

cess called mortising. One beam, usually the upright, had a 

ho1e cut in it called a mortise, while a cross-beam had a tongue 

cut out of the end of it called a tennn. A hole was bored 

through both pieces and a wooden pin called a trunnel (tree

nail) was inserted to hold the joint in place. 2J 

Mortises and tenons were cut with a tool called a mor

tising axe; sometimes twybyls or other tools were used but they 

are very rare. A mortising axe looks like an axe with a long 

rectangular blade simmilar to a chisel. The blade was pos

itioned on the beam and struck with a wooden maul. 24 Mortis

ing axes were also used to cut holes through fence posts until 

the development of the auger in 1808. 25 
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Insignificant as they may seem, trunnels may be used in 

dating a building. They were usually handmade until the 1800's, 

when demand brought in factory made pegs. 26 Before 1840,they 

were ususally square and and were pounded into a round hole 

for a tighter fit; after 1840 and up to the early twentieth 

century they were round and mass-produced. Around 1840, 

steel spikes and bolts were usually used in houses while wood

en trunnels were still used in bridges as they absorbed vibra

tions; 27 it is concievable that they would also be used in 

large buildings as they would weather with the wood, maintaining 

a tight fit. They are nearly impossible to remove from an old 

building. 29 

MISINTERPRETATIONS 

Anyone who comes in contact with old tools: should be a

ware of similar tools used for non-related purposes. Ice 

axes are often mistaken for twybyls or mortising axes, as are 

holzaxes. Maddocks are frequently confused with adzes and vice

versa, especially when the specimin is badly deteriorated. 

There are frequent storiesof travelling antique salesmen 

coming across a country neophyte using an adze to turn the 

soil in his gardeni he is said to "not know his adze from a 

hoe in the ground." Old patterns of tools are often made in 

recent timesand condition m~y prevent accurate dating of 

manufacturing processes. 
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WOODEN CONSTRUCTION OF EXISTING STRUCTURES AT 


LIBERTY HALL 


The design of the woden superstructure at Structure Two 

is unknown as the wood has been destroyed by fire. The methods 

described in this paper are those used at the time of its con

struction, so it is a reasonable assumption that the Hall was 

so constructed. Perhaps excavation of the interior will re

veal beams whose ends still contain unburned portions of trun

nels or still show mortise and tenon join~ing. Comparision of 

these artifacts with other structures in the area could help 

date those structures. In the farmhouse the first story floor 

beams and roof beams are exposed. The beams under the roof are 

relatively new as would be expected for a tin-roofed building. 

However, the floor beams show many interesting marks. Numbering 

the first eight beams starting from the door, the following 

observsations were made1 Beams five and seven show clearly 

that they were cut on an up and down mill saw, dating them 

between the 1700's to around 1860-more precise dates could be 

attained from records from area mills indicating equipment 

use. The bottoms of all of the beams have been hewn with an 

adze; number two appears broadaxed although the wood is very 

knotty, possibly impeding smooth adze work. Beams six and eight 

have been hewn with a broadaxe and smoothed in places with an 

adzer number six is an outside plank (one side is the outside 

of the log) and has been broadaxed on that side. All beams 
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have been used before as .floor beamsJ numbers one through 

three and six have both regular dowel holes and nail holes in 

the bottom, showing use twice be.fore.~as f'locr beams, the rest 

have only dowel holes. The beams seem consistant throughout 

the first floor although close onservation could not be made 

in the wooden wing. The stairwell but not the stairs is con

temporary with the beams as the well frame is m-ortised and trun

nelled with hand cut trunnels but the stairs are not connected 

to these supports. 

The constru~tion of' the building referred to as the grain

ary is a per.feet example of late eighteenth-early nineteenth 

century methods. Like the corn cribs of the early nineteenth 

century this building is built on blocks or posts and has no 

permanent stpes attached, done to keep out verminr the orig

inal walls are spaced apart to allow air to circulate to pre

vent the rotting of crops.JO There are three doors to the buil

ding, all obviously recent, but the door on the left facing the 

biulding is the original doorway as it is heavily framed with 

old timbers while the others are not. As was the custom, the 

main beams are massive- eight to ten inches on a side--and all 

are broadaxed. The upright beams, though, are very smooth as 

if they had been planed. Many of the. beams are almost hollow 

form termites but are nonetheless very sound. The floor beams 

still have the bark on them, hewn only at the tops. The joints, 

which are sturdy and tight, are all mortised and held with hand 

carved round trunnels (see Diagram 4). 

http:crops.JO
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